
The Fascinating Tale of Canadian Pacific and
Canadian National Railways

When it comes to Canadian history, two iconic names stand out in the country's
railway sector - Canadian Pacific (CP) and Canadian National (CN) Railways.
These two railway giants have played a pivotal role in shaping the nation's
transportation system and connecting its vast landscapes since the late 1800s.

The Birth of Canadian Pacific Railway

The vision of a transcontinental railway was a dream that had long been harbored
in Canada since the Confederation in 1867. It was only in 1881 that the Canadian
government granted a charter to build the ambitious railway project. Canadian
Pacific Railway Company was specially created to undertake this monumental
task.
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The construction of the railway was not an easy feat. It involved overcoming
aggressive natural barriers like rivers, mountains, and vast distances through
harsh terrain. Thousands of workers, mainly immigrants from different parts of the
world, toiled to make the dream a reality.

Finally, on November 7, 1885, the last spike was driven into the ground at
Craigellachie in British Columbia, marking the completion of Canadian Pacific
Railway. It was an extraordinary achievement that connected the nation from east
to west, revolutionizing transportation and trade in the process.

The Growth and Expansion of Canadian Pacific Railway

With the completion of the transcontinental line, Canadian Pacific Railway
expanded its network extensively over the following decades. It built branch lines
connecting various regions, opening up remote areas for settlement and resource
development.

Canadian Pacific Railway also played a significant role in the growth of tourism in
Canada. Its luxury passenger trains, such as the Canadian and the Dominion,
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became iconic symbols of extravagance and comfort. These trains carried
travelers from around the world to explore the country's scenic landscapes,
including the majestic Rocky Mountains.

The Emergence of Canadian National Railway

While Canadian Pacific Railway was dominating the landscape, another railway
company emerged to tackle the challenges of connecting the vast northern
regions of the country. Canadian Northern Railway (CNoR), established in 1899,
aimed to link the Atlantic and Pacific coasts of Canada.

However, financial difficulties plagued CNoR, resulting in its nationalization and
amalgamation with several other struggling railway companies. In 1919, the
Canadian National Railways (CNR) was created, absorbing CNoR and other
railways.

CNR faced immense obstacles in its early years, including outdated infrastructure
and financial strain. However, under the leadership of Sir Henry Thornton, the
railway began a transformation, modernizing its operations and expanding its
reach.

The Significant Contributions of Canadian National Railway

Canadian National Railway carried out several extraordinary engineering feats,
including the construction of the Grand Trunk Pacific Railway and building rail
lines to reach previously remote areas like Churchill, Manitoba.

During World War II, CNR further proved its importance by transporting troops,
equipment, and supplies across the country. The railway system played a vital
role in supporting the war efforts and strengthening national unity.

The Modern Era and Ongoing Operations



Both Canadian Pacific Railway and Canadian National Railway continue to be
major players in the Canadian transportation industry. Over the years, they have
diversified their operations and expanded into various sectors, including
intermodal transportation, logistics, and even telecommunications.

Railways remain an essential mode of transportation for both passengers and
freight in Canada. The vast networks of CP and CN cover thousands of miles,
connecting cities, towns, and remote regions across the country. The railways
play a crucial role in facilitating trade, supporting the economy, and providing a
reliable transportation option for Canadians.

The Legacy of Canadian Pacific and Canadian National Railways

The impact of Canadian Pacific and Canadian National Railways on Canada's
history, economy, and society cannot be overstated. These railway giants have
helped shape the nation into what it is today by connecting its diverse regions,
fostering economic growth, and enabling the movement of people and goods.

The historic railway stations, rail lines, and structures built by CP and CN
continue to be cherished landmarks across the country. The stories of the
pioneers who dedicated their lives to constructing these railways are passed
down through generations, reminding Canadians of their awe-inspiring
accomplishments.

As we look to the future, CP and CN are poised to continue their vital role in
Canada's growth and development. With innovation and adaptation to changing
needs, they will undoubtedly contribute to the ongoing success and connectivity
of this great nation.
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Few stories in the annals of railroading are as compelling as the construction,
evolution, and astounding successes of the Canadian Pacific and Canadian
National railways. This sprawling volume combines two of Voyageur Press' most
successful Railroad Color History titles into one volume taking in the grand scope
of both railroads. Author Tom Murray presents fastidiously researched and
concisely presented histories of each railroad, along with more than 300
photographs, including rare archival black-and-white images and modern and
period color photography sourced from national archives and private collections.
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